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SECTOR BACKGROUND

COPPER DEMAND & EV MARKET

GREEN COPPER DEMAND TO AVERAGE 13% 
ANNUAL GROWTH OVER NEXT 10 YEARS.1

3.5X

25M

11X

MARKET
DATA
Goldman Sachs predicts that by 
2030, copper demand will grow 
nearly 600% to 5.4mn tonnes. In 
North America, the EV market will 
have a value of $2.7bn by 2021 
and $18.6bn by 2030. By 2040, 
passenger EVs alone will consume 
more than 3.7mn tonnes of 
copper annually.

The global battery metals market 
was valued at $11.3 billion in 2019, 
and is projected to reach $20.5 
billion by 2027. 

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/battery-metals-
market-A07179

1. Mining.com, June 28, 2021, https://www.mining.com/green-copper-demand-to-average-13-annual-growth-over-next-10-years-report/

Up to 3.5x the amount 
of copper is needed for 
electric cars compared 
to conventional cars and 
between 11x – 16x 
for buses.

The roughly 25 million 
tonnes of Copper per 
year that is baseline global 
consumption is going to be 
challenged, and quickly. 
Wood Mackenzie believes 
by 2030, over 20 million 
EV charging points will 
be deployed globally, 
consuming over 250% more 
copper than in 2019.
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THE MARKET

DOMESTIC BATTERY PRODUCTION EXPANSION

Supply chain disruptions and 

government recognition of the 

strategic importance of battery metals 

have fast-tracked the development 

of domestic battery production.  

Domestically sourced Rare Earth 

Elements (REEs) are important to the 

industry, but copper is important not 

only to battery production, but to the 

entire electrification of the economy. 
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THE MARKET
ELECTRIC VEHICLE DEMAND

Growth is being driven by consumer 
demand, environmental necessity 
and government incentives.

The 8 million electric vehicles on the road internationally 

in 2019 is expected to increase to 50 million by 2025 and 

almost 140 million vehicles by 2030. 1 

EV sales are expected to reach almost 14 million vehicles in 

2025 and 25 million vehicles in 2030. 1 

Lead by electric buses and light trucks, annual commercial 

EV sales are expected to top 3 million by 2025 and triple to 

nearly 9 million by 2030. Annual commercial vehicle sales 

are projected to reach 6.4 million by 2050, while global 

stock will swell to 54 million. 3

1. International Energy Agency, Global EV Outlook 2020     
2. Bloomberg NEF via Federal Consortium For Advanced Batteries (FCAB)
3. Wood Mackenzie, Feb. 2021  www.woodmac.com/press-releases/700-million-electric-vehicles-will-be-
on-the-roads-by-2050/

China

United States

Norway

1,053,000

361,000

73,000

Top 3 Markets by Total EV Sales

Currently representing 
around 2% of Global EV 
sales, the US is projected 
to represent 17% of the 
56 Million EV’s sold 
worldwide by 2040.2

ELECTRIC MOBILITY: RACES AHEAD
Countries with the highest share of plug-in electric vehicles in new passenger car sales*

Norway

Iceland

Sweden

Netherlands

Finland

China

Portugal

Switzerland

Austria

United Kingdom

Belgium

Canada

Denmark

France

United States

South Korea

Germany

Ireland

* Including plug-in hybrids and light vehicles, excluding commercial vehicles.  Sources: ACEA, CAAM, InsideEVs, KAIDA © 2023 Vital Battery Metals  •  INVESTOR DECK 4



THE MARKET
ELECTRIC VEHICLE GROWTH

The shift away from Internal Combustion 
(IC) to EV and Hybrids is massive with 
copper and other battery metals central 
to the outcome.

The battery electric vehicle (BEV) market is expected to surpass $300 billion 

USD by 2027, as reported in a research study by Global Market Insights Inc. 

In North America, GM has committed to be all-electric by 2035, Chrysler by 

2028, Ford has committed to 40% Evs by 2030, VW targets 1.5 million vehicles 

built by 2025 and Toyota plans to sell 3.5 million units of 30 EV models by 2030. 

(All figures from manufacturer’s websites).  

According to Fortune Business Insights, the global electric vehicle market 

size was $287.36 billion in 2021, projected to grow to $1,318.22 billion USD in 

2028 at a CAGR of 24.3%.

BloombergNEF’s (BNEF) latest report estimating that electric vehicles 

represent a $7 trillion global market opportunity between today and 2030 

and a $46 trillion opportunity between now and 2050, under their Economic 

Transition Scenario.
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THE MARKET
BEYOND ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Many metals, but especially copper, are critical to the electrification of the 
economy, well beyond electric vehicles.  

TRANSMISSION LINES

According to the Edison Electric Institute, the U.S. electric 

transmission network consists of more than 600,000 

circuit miles of lines, 240,000 of which are considered 

high-voltage lines (230 Kilovolts and greater). Copper 

is a key material component of transmission, which 

consists of structural frames, conductor lines, cables, 

transformers, circuit breakers, switches and substations. 

SOLAR

Solar power generation requires 5.5 tons of copper 

per MW 2

WIND TURBINES

A 3 megawatt (MW) wind turbine contains up to 4.7 TONS 

OF COPPER, and often remote locations require extensive 

cabling to connect to the grid, especially offshore wind 

farms. 

THERE ISN’T ENOUGH COPPER PRODUCTION

The copper industry needs to spend upwards of $100 

billion to counter an estimated annual shortfall of 4.7 

million metric tons by 2030 as the clean power and 

transport sectors expand exponentially, according to 

estimates from CRU Group. The potential shortfall could 

reach 10 million tons if no new mines get built, according 

to commodities trader Trafigura Group.3

Global refined copper 
production is expected to 
reach 27.61 million tonnes in 
2025, growing at a CAGR of 
2.94%, for the time period 
2021-2025
- ResearchAndMarkets.com 

COPPER IS CRITICAL TO:
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THE MARKET
SUPPORT IS HUGE

The Biden administration’s recent infrastructure bill, with billions of dollars 
in government funding, relies heavily on copper-intensive industries. 1

$39 Billion 
to modernize public transit, with an emphasis on 
zero-emissions vehicles

$65 Billion 
investment in improving the nation’s broadband 
infrastructure

$17 Billion
in port infrastructure and $25 billion in airports 
to, among other things, promote electrification 
and other low-carbon technologies

$7.5 Billion
for zero- and low-emission buses and ferries, 
aiming to deliver thousands of electric school buses 
to districts across the country

$7.5 Billion
would go to building a nationwide network of plugin 
electric vehicle chargers

$65 Billion
to rebuild the electric grid including building 
thousands of miles of new power lines and 
expanding renewable energy

TOTAL: $201 Billion in spending, 
all demanding copper

1. https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/28/politics/infrastructure-bill-explained/index.html © 2023 Vital Battery Metals  •  INVESTOR DECK 7



THE OPPORTUNITY
COPPER: KEY TO THE BATTERY METALS MARKET

The potential shortfall could reach 
10 million tons if no new mines get 
built, according to commodities 
trader Trafigura Group.1

Copper is the most widely used metal in energy storage, generation and 
transmission infrastructure. 

It is also the next most used metal after aluminum and steel in the 
construction, telecommunications, transportation, and automobile 
manufacturing sectors. 

This broad demand has created an estimated annual shortfall of 4.7 
million metric tons by 2030 as the clean power and transport sectors 
expand exponentially, according to estimates from CRU Group. 

1.  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-03-19/the-world-will-need-
10-million-tons-more-copper-to-meet-demand)

THE ESSENTIAL 
METAL FOR THE 
ENERGY TRANSITION
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ABOUT 
THE 
COMPANY

Vital Battery Metals Inc. (CSE: VBAM | OTCQB: VBAMF | 
FSE: C0O) is a mineral exploration company dedicated to 
the development of projects comprising of battery, base and 
precious metals.

Vital Battery Metals is focused on unlocking potential of its 
Sting Copper Project located in York Harbour, Newfoundland, 
covering over 30 square kilometers. The Company’s recently 
announced Schofield Lithium Project, 60km south of 
Hearst, Ontario. Vital also continues to forward its Vent 
Copper Property located in Alberni Mining Division, British 
Columbia. The Company’s directors and management are 
industry experts across several disciplines including – mineral 
exploration, mine development, operations, capital markets, 
investment banking, and government/community relations.
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PROJECT 
LOCATIONS

VENT COPPER 
PROPERTY
BRITISH COLUMBIA

STING COPPER 
PROPERTY
NEWFOUNDLAND

SCHOFIELD 
LITHIUM PROJECT
ONTARIO
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THE STING COPPER
PROJECT

York Harbour 
Newfoundland
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• Comprised of 5 Mineral Claims                                                    

36.6 Km²

• ~35 km NE of York Harbour Metals Inc.  

(TSXV: YORK) ~$80M market cap. 

• Over 10 government documented Mineral 

occurrences on property.

• The Jumbo occurrence is the most significant 

with channel samples assaying 14% Cu over           

3 meters and 9.3% Cu over 10 meters.  

LOCATION + SUMMARY

THE STING COPPER PROJECT
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• The Jumbo Lode is located along the south bank of Jumbo Brook. The settlement of Trout River is located 14 km north of the area. 

Access is by muskeg trail from Trout River or by helicopter from Deer Lake. 

• The occurrence is hosted within gabbroic and/or sheet, mafic dykes of the allochthonous Bay of Islands ophiolite complex. Copper 

mineralization occurs either massive or disseminated. 

• The ore is localized near the Gregory River fault which forms a highly sheared contact between the gabbro and basic volcanics. 

Newfoundland government data indicates 17 drill holes and trenching on-site on the adjacent Mitch Copper Prospects.

• Channel samples assayed 14% Cu over 3.0 m and 9.3% Cu over 10.0 m. Grab samples assayed 6.4% Cu from the basal 0.3 m of lode and 

0.13% Cu from the upper 1.5 m of the lode. Dean (1978) estimated grade and tonnage of high-grade ore as 14.7% Cu and 13,400 tonnes 

and disseminated ore as 6.0% Cu and 25,000 tonnes. 

• Jumbo Lode was first trenched and sampled in 1922 by Reid Nfld. Co. Ltd. Cape Copper Mines trenched and dug two adits between 

1953 and 1954. 

• In 1970, Noranda mapped, soil sampled, and conducted Mag., S.P., and JEM (shoot back) surveys. During the following year Derry, 

Michener and Booth conducted sampling throughout the area. 

• In 1979-80, minimal sampling was done by a number of companies including Chevron Minerals, Teck Corporation, RioCan, Placer 

Development, Utah Mines Ltd. and Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd. 

ZONE 1: JUMBO DEPOSIT

THE STING COPPER PROJECT
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Jumbo Showing
(Part of Sting Project)

York Harbour Metals

~3
5k

m

ZONE 1: JUMBO DEPOSIT

THE STING COPPER PROJECT
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Zone 2: Red Lode Deposit

• The occurrence is located on a tributary just north of Jumbo Brook. Copper 

mineralization occurs hosted within light to dark green, medium to coarse grained 

gabbro of the lower Ordovician Bay of Islands ophiolite complex.

• Extensive work is reported on adjancent Copper occurances. 

• Norseman Corp. Ltd. optioned the properties from Mines and Forests Nfld. Ltd. in 

1929. It was recommended that tunnels be driven in Hall, Palmer, #6, #7, Mitchell 

and #9 lodes. Prior to 1939, two adits were driven on Jumbo Lode. In 1951-54 Cape 

Copper Mines Ltd. drilled 17 holes totalling 1490 m on Mitchell Lode and in 1953-54 

the Newfoundland Government drilled Court A and B. Copper was intersected but 

no assays are recorded in drill logs. 

Zone 3: Lode #9 Prospect

• The sulphide-bearing vein which outcrops on the west bank of the Gregory River 

and close to the intrusive contact of gabbros and metavolcanic rocks occupies a 

brecciated zone in which the country rocks are cemented largely by quartz. 

• Assay results for channel samples were reported by Hatch (1922) as 1.63% Cu/0.3 m; 

1.88% Cu/0.6 m; 6.17% Cu/1.37 m; 1.07% Cu/0.7 m and 11.4% Cu/0.68 m.

ADDITIONAL ZONES

THE STING COPPER PROJECT
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Zone 4: Chimney Cove Brook 

• Structurally, the area lies within a tight, gently plunging syncline, the axis of which 

trends through the Gregory River. The north-south trending Gregory River Fault 

transects the region. This major fault and associated minor faults and shearing 

appear to be the focus of mineralization. The mineralization occurs either massive 

or disseminated. 

Zone 5: Chimney Cove Pond East 

• Harrison and Lilly (1955) reported a chalcopyrite occurrence at Chimney Cove 

Pond on a regional geology map. The occurrence is hosted within bytownite 

gabbro, anorthosite, clinopyroxenite and troctolite of the Lower Ordovician Bay 

of Islands Complex. 

Zone 6: Creek 15 No. 2 

• The Humber Arm Allochthon is 200 km long and about 50 km across at its widest 

part. Its structural thickness is in the order of a few kilometres. Sedimentary 

rocks of lower structural slices of the Humber Arm Allochthon are assigned to the 

Humber Arm Supergroup. 

Jumbo Showing

Jumbo Showing

Sting Licences (Red)

ADDITIONAL ZONES

THE STING COPPER PROJECT
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ADDITIONAL ZONES

THE STING COPPER PROJECT

A soil survey (Duval International Corp., 1981) outlined anomalous copper 

up to 225 ppm in soil near the contact of mafic volcanic rocks with felsic 

volcanics. Mineralization was located at the Creek 15 occurrence and is 

described as disseminated to stringer zinc copper sulfide in altered felsic 

volcanic rocks. Duval report values of up to 2.38% Cu over 3.1m from 

altered and brecciated rhyolite flows and agglomerate.

Later survey work by Noranda (1991) confirmed the mineralized zone 

and anomalous copper in soil. Noranda reported values from grab 

samples of 0.12% to 2.5% Cu, 0.23% to 1.87% Pb, 0.38% to 8.93 % Zn, 

4.9g/t to 59 g/t Ag and 53 ppb to 780 ppb Au.
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ADDITIONAL ZONES

THE STING COPPER PROJECT

The combined grids show the extensive anomalous 

copper in soil in relation to the Creek 15 mineral 

occurrence.

Elevated nickel occurs throughout the grid area associated 

with the mafic rocks.

Multiple surveys carried out by exploration companies 

along Gregory River (work reports from 1991 to 2005) 

show strongly anomalous copper in soil associated with a 

basalt unit in contact with intrusive rocks.
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ADDITIONAL ZONES

THE STING COPPER PROJECT

The north-south trending basalt unit outcrops along 

Gregory River. Gabbro and sheeted dykes outcrop east 

and west of the basalt. Vein style high grade copper 

mineralization define mineral occurrences in the gabbro 

and basalt units spacially located near their contact.

A detailed view of the Jumbo Lode area highlights rock 

samples collected by prospectors with assay values taken 

from reports of work submitted between 1992 and 2006. 

Results show very anomalous copper / gold values.

A detailed view of the Jumbo Lode / Red Lode area shows 

soil sample results from work reports filed between 1992 

and 2005. The results define strongly anomalous copper 

in soil located east of the known showings and suggests 

mineralization occurs in this area within the adjacent mafic 

volcanic rocks. The soil anomaly is open to the south.
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ADDITIONAL ZONES

THE STING COPPER PROJECT

Elevated nickel occurs in soil samples in the Jumbo Lode / 

Red Lode area, typical of soil overlying mafic rocks.

Rock samples collected by prospectors between 1992 and 

2022 demonstrate the strong association of gold with 

copper mineralization in the Jumbo Lode area.

A survey described in a 2005 report highlights strongly 

anomalous gold in soil overlying mafic volcanic rocks near 

the contact with mafic intrusive rocks.
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THE VENT COPPER  
PROJECT

Alberni Mining District
Vancouver Island, British Columbia
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SUMMARY

Based on its past exploration history, 
favourable geological and tectonic 
setting, presence of surface copper 
mineralization, and the results 
of present study, experts have 
concluded that the Vent Copper 
Property is a property of merit 
and possesses a good potential 
for discovery of copper, and other 
sulphide mineralization. 

The Property has direct access 
to major highway transportation  
which crosses part of the Property. 

Good road access together with 
availability of exploration and 
mining services in the vicinity    
makes it a worthy mineral 
exploration target.

The Property consists of two 
contiguous mining claims covering 
approximately 1,562 hectares 
on crown land approximately 51 
kilometers west of Port Alberni on 
Vancouver Island.

THE VENT COPPER PROJECT
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The Vent Copper Property is situated in the Alberni Mining District, located on Vancouver 
Island in southwest British Columbia, approximately 51 kilometers west of Port Alberni.  It 
is accessible from Vancouver via BC Ferries or air via Nanaimo. 

The western portion of the Property can be directly accessed by Pacific Rim Highway 
(HWY/ BC-4 W) from Port Alberni which crosses part of the property. 

A network of secondary logging roads of varying quality provides further access to 
various portions of the claims.

Kennedy River along the western boundary of the Property and other local creeks are 
good sources of water for exploration and mining work. 

The Property has an ideal location for shipping potential minerals by ocean freight to 
any destination in the world.

LOCATION

THE VENT COPPER PROJECT
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LOCATION

THE VENT COPPER PROJECT
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EARLY 
EXPLORATION

RECENT 
EXPLORATION

Exploration dates to early 1960’s when anomalous copper values were discovered 
in stream sediments.  

The Geological Survey of Canada mapped a number of igneous bodies intruding 
Triassic Volcanics in 1965 in the claim area. 

W.G. Stevenson conducted a silt sampling program in the area with the map as 
a guide and the assay results from sixteen samples varied from 45 to 578 ppm 
copper and from 0.5 to 20 ppm molybdenum. The area was staked by Stevenson 
in 1968. 

During 1969 and 1970 geological, geochemical and geophysical programs were 
conducted concluding that the area is mainly underlain  by volcanic rocks with 
intrusions in places. Anomalous copper and molybdenum concentration found in 
the soil samples and increased magnetic intensities were noted in places. 

In 1972, three diamond drill holes were completed in order to test an area of 
abundant pyrite mineralization. The exploration activities generally halted in 
the area after 1975.

From June 7 to August 15, 2021, further exploration work was done on the property 
including geological mapping, prospecting, sampling and ground geophysical surveying 
(magnetic and VLF). 

The focus of the fieldwork was to carry out detailed sampling of mainly Karmutsen 
Formation and island intrusions and to identify prospective geological units and 
rock formations. 

A total of 124 grab (include six samples for data verification) and chip rock samples 
were collected from rock outcrops and along logging roads on the property. Out of 
124 samples collected, 11 samples were field duplicates. The sampling program was 
designed to represent various prospective geological units and 
rock formations. 

The ground geophysical survey program comprised of a Very Low Frequency (VLF) and 
magnetic (MAG) survey. A total of 633 measurements were recorded along a north-
south profile about 10-12m station intervals on approximately 8,075m of traverse line 
with a GEM GSM-19 portable magnetometer and VLF-EM system. 

Results obtained from the survey indicate several target areas which are zones that 
express high MAG and relatively strong VLF responses. These target areas are zones or 
features of interest with highest potential for further investigations.

THE VENT COPPER PROJECT
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Geologically, Vancouver Island belongs to the Insular tectonic belt, the western most 
major tectonic subdivision of the Canadian Cordillera. 

The area is underlain by two major groups of volcanic and sedimentary rocks that 
are respectively upper Paleozoic and lower Mesozoic in age.  

Paleozoic and Jurassic complexes are unconformably overlain by two major groups 
of clastic sediments laid down in shallow marine or continental basins, one of late 
Mesozoic and one of Tertiary age. 

Granitic rocks, formed during at least two separate plutonic events in Middle to Late 
Jurassic and in Tertiary time, outcrop throughout the island. 

Locally, the claims are underlain by rocks of Karmutsen Formation consisting of 
pillow-basalt and pillow-breccia, basaltic lava and minor tuff and limestone of 
Upper Triassic and older to Lower Jurassic in age, and Island intrusions. 

The volcanic rocks in the Property are cut by veins and veinlets of milky quartz, highly 
pyritized and rust stained at many locations. Disseminated and stringers of pyrite 
are occasionally up to 15-20%.  The Island intrusions include Quartz- Monzonite, 
Hornblende-Monzonite, Quartz-Diorite and Diorite, although quartz-monzonite and 
quartz-diorite are the dominant rock types.

The dominant structural feature of the area is steep faulting. These faults generally  
trend northwesterly with subsidiary faults striking north to north-easterly.  
Bedding attitudes in the Karmutsen Formation in the vicinity of the Property 
suggest that the area is part of an anticlinal structure with roughly a north-south to 
northeast-southwest trend on the western limb. 

Three mineral showings on the Property, mainly copper, are in very early stage 
of exploration.

THE VENT COPPER PROJECT

GEOLOGY
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Although, the property does not host any major previous or present mines, it is surrounded by past producing 
mines and a number of known and well explored deposits. 

The data collected from these mines and exploration work and research work conducted in these areas provide 
a good understanding of the geology and mineralization.

THE VENT COPPER PROJECT

GEOLOGY
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• Out of 124 samples, one sample contained 1.25%, 21 samples 
range from 1000 ppm-4750 ppm and 79 samples are from 116 
ppm - 1000 ppm. 

• The highest value (1.25 %) sample (# 102879) is collected from 
the vicinity of the Cu Ken showing. Generally, higher values 
are in the central part of the claim 1080446. 

• 2021 sampling results show copper in the range of 4.9 ppm to 1.25%, 
silver 0.01 ppm to 7.78 ppm (gram per ton). In 1975, a 3-metre chip 
sample from one shear zone assayed 0.42 per cent copper with 
individual samples up to 2.45 per cent copper. 

• Samples of amygdaloidal basalt containing chalcopyrite assayed in 
excess of 0.5 per cent copper and up to 1.7 per cent copper.

THE VENT COPPER PROJECT

EXPLORATION RESULTS
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The 2021 field season included a ground geophysical program comprised 
of a Very Low Frequency (VLF) and magnetic (MAG) survey. A total of 633 
measurements were recorded along a north-south profile about 10-12m 
station intervals over approximately 8,075m.

Location of the MAG / VLF 
Geophysical Survey

Several High Priority Target 
Areas Identified

Results obtained from MAG/VLF lines in the survey areas 
indicate that the target areas of (A), (B), (C), (D), (E), (F) and 
(G) are zones that express high MAG and relatively strong LVF 
responses. These target areas are zones or features of interest 
with highest potential for further investigations.

THE VENT COPPER PROJECT

EXPLORATION RESULTS
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Location of historial diamond drill holes and mineral showings.

Iron-Stained Andesite Location 
Sample # 102851.

Brown sheared zone clay 
Sample # 102880.

THE VENT COPPER PROJECT

EXPLORATION RESULTS
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WORK
PLAN
Phase 1 – Prospecting, Mapping, Sampling and 
Geophysical Surveys

The following target areas were identified during 2021 exploration work program which need a 

follow up prospecting, mapping, sampling and geophysical surveying work on the Property. 

• The area around Vent-Ken showing has indicated good values of copper and needs a follow up 

detailed sampling as well as mapping to establish a working deposit model for the area.

• The MAG and VLF-EM survey suggest further ground truthing of the Magnetic and VLF 

anomalies is recommended to determine if those anomalies are related to mineralization, fault 

zones, structural contacts, or overburden response.

• Geological mapping and comprehensive soil sampling along with a soil chemistry analysis are 

suggested to be conducted in areas where the magnetic HIGHS suggest near surface features 

and in areas where the high VLF responses corroborate well with the magnetic HIGHS.

Phase 2 – Drilling
 
Based on the results of Phase 1 program, a drilling program is 

recommended to be executed on the targets if identified for 

further work on the Property. 

THE VENT COPPER PROJECT
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THE SCHOFIELD 
LITHIUM PROJECT

Ontario
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The Project consists of 416 single-cell mining 
claims covering approximately 8,824 hectares 
and is located approximately 60km south of 
Hearst, Ontario. The Project is easily accessible 
by logging road networks and is directly south 
of the Brunswick Exploration’s Hurst Lithium 
project.

There are 17 mapped pegmatite outcrops on 
the Project which have not been thoroughly 
tested for LCT (Lithium, Cesium, Tantalum) 
mineralization.

Located within the Quetico subprovince and 
contains a variety of evolved S-type granitoids 
and pegmatites hosted by metamorphosed 
sediments (paragneisses) and metavolcanics.

OVERVIEW

THE SCHOFIELD LITHIUM PROJECT
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Schofield, Cathiness, Doherty Townships, Porcupine Mining Division. The Project 61km drive from Hearst, 583 
South onto Caithness Rd which runs through the centre of the property and there are arterial logging roads 
allowing access to the eastern and western extents of the property.

LOCATION

THE SCHOFIELD LITHIUM PROJECT
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PREVIOUS WORK
The project area has been under explored  but has seen sporadic 
exploration for gold, base, metals and more recently diamonds from 
1960 to 2001. No work completed on the project has been focused on 
the economic potential of the pegmatites present.

ADJACENT PROPERTIES
• Brunswick Exploration “Hearst” & Lowther Projects
• ~30km south of Brunswick Explorations Hearst Property (which 
includes the Lowther Pegmatite Property)
Brunswick Exploration’s Hearst package has shown 5.15% Li2O in 
historical chip • samples (see Brunswick Exploration Inc. news release 
dated October 3, 2022).

PREVIOUS WORK + ADJACENT PROPERTIES

THE SCHOFIELD LITHIUM PROJECT

REFERENCES
1 – Berger, B.R., MacMillan, D.W., and P.L. Roy 1986: Precambrian Geology of Caithness, and Parts of Schofield, Pellitier, and Doherty Townships, Hearst-Kapuskasing Area, Algoma and Cochrane Districts; Ontario Geological 
Survey, Geological Series – Preliminary Map P.2961. Scale 1:31,680. Geology 1985.

2 – Breaks, F.W., Selway, J.B., and Tindle, A.G., 2003, Fertile peraluminuous granites andrelated rare-element pegmatite mineralization, Superior Province, northwest and northeast Ontario: Operation Treasure Hunt, Ontario 
Geological Survey, Open File Report 6099, 179 pp.

QUALIFIED PERSON
The technical information contained in this news release has been reviewed and approved by Mr. Garry Clark, P.Geo., a “Qualified Person” as defined in National Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects.

The reader is cautioned that the mineralization on nearby or adjacent properties does not necessarily indicate that any mineral resources may be discovered on the Schofield Lithium Project, or if discovered, that such resources 
would be economically recoverable.
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GEOLOGY

THE SCHOFIELD LITHIUM PROJECT

Project is underlain by metasediments, mafic to intermediate 

volcanics, mafic to intermediate intrusives and felsic intrusives 

and are crosscut by predominantly northwest trending 

dikes. Regional grade of metamorphism is middle to upper 

greenschist facies.

Claims were staked based on preferred geologic environments 

and historical mapping, most of this area has seen little to 

no exploration. The project is located within the Quetico 

Subprovince and contains a variety of evolved S-type 

granitoids and pegmatites hosted by metamorphosed 

sediments (paragneisses) and metavolcanics.  

Mapping completed in 1985 by Berger et al  indicates that there 

are at least 20 pegmatite outcrops on the property. These 

range from massive pegmatites, pegmatites with quartz + 

muscovite + sillimanite. The pegmatites mapped vary in size 

from decimetre veins to ~1600m x ~500m. The size and extent 

of the pegmatites has yet to be confirmed by the company.
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GEOLOGY

THE SCHOFIELD LITHIUM PROJECT

Summary of Quetico Subprovince

The Quetico subprovince represents an east-

west  trending zone of highly deformed rocks 

fault bound to the north by the Wabigoon 

Subprovince and south by the Wawa 

Supbrovince. For the most part the rocks of 

this terrane consist of metasedimentary rocks 

metamorphosed to upper amphibolite facies. 

These rocks are isoclinally folded about an 

east-west axis and are pervasively intruded by 

granitic bodies, many of which are anatectic 

in origin. The granitic rocks characteristically 

contain abundant paragneiss inclusions which 

contain minerals such as muscovite, garnet, and 

cordierite

The Quetico Subprovince is host to several 

pegmatite swarms such as Georgia Lake, 

Lowther, and Wisa Lake. The pegmatites in the 

Quetico Subprovince are hosted by medium-

grade unmigmatized metawacke with subordinate interbedded metapelite 

(e.g., spodumene-subtype Wisa Lake pegmatite and albite spodumene-type 

Georgia Lake pegmatites) and by their parent granite (e.g., petalite-subtype 

MNW pegmatite and lepidolite-subtype Lowther Township pegmatite) 

(Pye 1965; Breaks, Selway and Tindle 2003a, 2003b).
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MANAGEMENT

Adrian Lamoureux Byrce Clark, CPA 
Chief Executive Officer & Director  Chief Financial Officer

Mr. Lamoureux brings over 15 years of business 
experience in the capital markets, specializing in the 
startup, development, operation, and financing of 
early-stage companies. He has particular focus in 
the mineral exploration and development sector. 
Mr. Lamoureux has served in a variety of capacities, 
including Chief Executive Officer, President, Director, 
Corporate Development and Investor Relations.

Mr. Clark is the principal of Bryce A. Clark & 
Associates Ltd., A CPA firm in Vancouver BC 
engaged in public account. Mr. Clark is a member 
in good standing of the Chartered Professional 
Accountants Association and brings more than 20 
years of board experience in both private and public 
companies.
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Paul Chung

Mr. Paul Chung holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in 
Geology from the University of British Columbia and 
received a Master of Business Administration from 
Athabasca University. Mr. Chung is a co-founder of 
Altaley Mining Corporation, which owns two operating 
poly-metallic mines in Mexico. Mr. Chung was also on 
the team that discovered the Mariana lithium project 
located at Salar de Llullaillaco in Argentina, which is 
expected to produce 10,000 tonnes of lithium carbonate 
equivalent per year, for 25 years. Mr. Chung is a former 
director of Patriot Battery Metals Inc., one of the most 
significant lithium discoveries in North America.

Todd Hanas

With over 26 years experience, Mr. Hanas is a dynamic 
and energized mining financier and experienced 
executive leader. Specializing in start up and early-
stage junior resource projects in both the private and 
publicly traded sector. He covers all aspects of business 
communications, corporate Identity, corporate finance, 
and corporate development, and is the Founder of 
industry recognized Bluesky Corp. Communications 
Ltd., which invests in and provides management 
and technical background for public and pre-IPO 
companies. Mr. Hanas has a large, international 
network of financial connections, including numerous 
newsletters, analysts, brokers, high net worth investors 
and investment bankers. He has works closely with all 
of the major resource funds and has helped raise over 
$350M for private and public companies.

Adrian Lamoureux

Mr. Lamoureux has worked in the venture capital 
markets for the past 8 years, specializing in the design 
and implementation of market strategies and corporate 
development. Mr. Lamoureux has particular expertise in 
the mineral exploration and development sector. During 
his time working in the venture capital markets, Mr. 
Lamoureux has financed a number of successful private 
and public companies.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Garry Clark

Mr. Clark is a geologist (P Geo) with over 30 years of mineral exploration 
experience and has held various geological positions with a number of public 
mining companies. Mr. Clark has extensive experience in managing large scale 
exploration and development programs internationally including Asia and 
North America, and has worked extensively in the Hemlo and Wawa districts. 
He is the Executive Director of the Ontario Prospectors Association (OPA) 
and currently serves on the Minister of Mines Mining Act Advisory Committee. 
Most recently, Mr. Clark was integral to the successful sale of US Cobalt to First 
Cobalt Corporation, creating a post-transaction cobalt company valued at 
almost $400 million.

Mandeep Parmar

Mr. Parmar has over a decade of public markets 
experience, with a focus on finance and capital raising, 
investor relations, and corporate development. He 
has assisted numerous public companies listed both 
in Canada and in the international markets, boasting 
a strong understanding of corporate structure and 
formation, financing and business development. Mr. 
Parmar has worked with many small-cap companies to 
assist in fundraising, structuring and the implementation 
of asset development programs to generate and build 
value. His experience spans different sectors such as 
mining, oil and gas, technology and healthcare sectors 
with a focus on roles relating to financing, investor 
relations, and public relations.

ADVISORY BOARD

Tim J. Termuende, P.Geo.

Currently the CEO, President and Director of Eagle Plains Resources, Tim 
is a professional geologist with over 35 years’ experience in the mineral 
exploration industry. Since leaving Cominco in the late 1980’s, Tim has worked 
on exploration projects throughout North and South America and currently 
oversees a broad range of projects targeting various commodities throughout 
British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Yukon and Northwest Territories. He has 
been involved with numerous publicly-traded corporations since 1994, including 
Copper Canyon Resources Ltd., which was acquired by NovaGold in 2011 for 
approximately $65M. 
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CAPITALIZATION

Share Structure

Shares    39,572,450

Options   3,185,000

Warrants   12,814,350

Total      55,571,800
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this presentation is provided by Vital Battery Metals (“Vital Battery Metals” or the  “Company”) 
for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to issue or arrange to  issue, or the solicitation of an offer to 
issue, securities of Vital Battery Metals or other financial products.

Prospective investors should rely only on the information contained in the preliminary prospectus (the “Prospectus”) of Vital 
Battery Metals (the “Company” or “Vital Battery Metals”) dated June 20, 2022. This presentation is qualified in its entirety by 
reference to, and must be read in conjunction with, the information contained in the AIF and Prospectus.  A prospective investor 
is not entitled to rely on parts of the information contained in this presentation  to the exclusion of others. The Company has 
not authorized anyone to provide prospective purchasers  with this presentation. Except as specifically provided herein, this 
presentation may not be copied or otherwise distributed, in whole or in part, by or to any person or in any medium whatsoever. 
Any  unauthorized use of the presentation is strictly prohibited.

Garth Graves, B.Sc., P.Geo, consulting geologist for Vital Battery Metals and a qualified person in accordance with National 
Instrument 43-101, has reviewed and approved the information contained in this presentation.

Forward-Looking Information
Certain statements contained in this presentation constitute forward-looking statements and forward-looking information 
(collectively, “forward-looking statements”). Such forward-looking statements relate  to possible events, conditions or 
financial performance of the Company based on future economic  conditions and courses of action. All statements other than 
statements of historical fact are forward-  looking statements. The use of any words or phrases such as “seek,” “anticipate”, 
“plan”, “continue”,  “estimate”, “expect”, “may”, “will”, “project”, “predict”, “potential”, “targeting”, “intend”, “could”, “might”,  
“should”, “believe”, “will likely result”, “are expected to”, “will continue”, “is anticipated”, “believes”,  “estimated”, “intends”, 
“plans”, “projection”, “outlook” and similar expressions are intended to identify  forward-looking statements. Examples of 
forward-looking statements include, among others, statements  pertaining to the Company’s business involving health and 
wellness products, the proposed CSE listing, the size  of the Offering, completion of the Offering, the anticipated Offering Price, 
the use of the net proceeds  of the Offering and Vital Battery Metals’s plans, focus and objectives, the Company’s assessment 
of, and targets for,  sales of health and wellness products, expansion of platforms through which the Company’s products  may 
be sold, expansion of the Company’s distribution channels, the impact of strategic partnerships on  the Company’s business 
and financial condition, anticipated product category growth, and online sales.  These statements involve known and unknown 
risks, assumptions, uncertainties, and other factors that  may cause actual results or events to differ materially from those 
anticipated in such forward-looking  statements.

Forward-looking statements are based on the opinions and estimates of management at the date the  statements are made, 
and are subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors that  could cause actual events or results to differ 
materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking  statements, including, among others, the Company’s partnership 
with various brands; product liability; government regulation; the Company’s expansion plans; the adverse  impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic to the Company’s operations, supply chain, distribution chain and to the broader market for and customers 
of the Company’s products; the impact of global conditions and  unemployment rates on the Company’s stakeholders; 
general economic and financial conditions; product  acceptance and competing products; internet and system infrastructure 
functionality; information  technology security; cash available to fund operations; crop risk; availability of capital; changes in 
customer demand; and others set out in the Company’s preliminary prospectus available at www.sedar.com. The Company 
believes there is a reasonable basis for the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements; however, no assurance 
can be given that these expectations and the underlying  opinions, estimates, and assumptions will prove to be correct. The 
forward-looking statements included  in this presentation should not be unduly relied upon by investors.

All of the forward-looking statements and information contained in this presentation speak only as of  the date of this 
presentation and are expressly qualified by the foregoing cautionary statements. The  Company expressly disclaims any 
obligation to update or alter statements containing any forward-  looking statements, or the factors or assumptions underlying 
them, whether as a result of new  information, future events or otherwise, except as required by applicable law.

Reference to Prospectus
The information contained in this presentation does not purport to be all inclusive or to contain all  information that a prospective 
investor may require. Prospective investors are encouraged to conduct their own analyses and reviews of the Company and 
of the information contained in this presentation.  Without limitation, prospective investors should consider the advice of their 
financial, legal, accounting,  tax and other advisors and such other factors that they consider appropriate in investigating and  
analyzing the Company. A preliminary prospectus containing important information relating to the securities described in 
this document has been filed with the securities regulatory authorities in  each of the provinces of Canada, excluding Quebec. 
A copy of the preliminary prospectus, and any amendment, is required to be delivered with this document. There will not be 
any sale or any acceptance  of an offer to buy the securities until a final prospectus has been issued. This document does not 
provide full disclosure of all material facts relating to the securities offered. Investors  should read the preliminary prospectus, 
the final prospectus and any amendment for disclosure of those  facts, especially risk factors relating to the securities offered, 
before making an investment decision. A copy of the prospectus, and any amendments, is required to be delivered with this 
document. Copies of the prospectus may be obtained from (i) www.sedar.com

Third-Party Information
This presentation includes market and industry data obtained from various publicly available sources  and other sources believed 
by the Company to be true. Although the Company believes it to be reliable,  the Company has not independently verified any 
of the data from third- party sources referred to in this  presentation or analyzed or verified the underlying reports relied upon 
or referred to by such sources, or  ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources. The Company does not 
make any  representation as to the accuracy of such information. Some numbers in this presentation may not be  exact or add 
consistently due to rounding.

Electronic Form
This presentation may have been sent to you in an electronic form. You are reminded that documents  transmitted via this 
medium may be altered or changed during the process of electronic transmission.  You are responsible for protecting against 
viruses and other destructive items. Your receipt of this  electronic transmission is at your own risk and it is your responsibility to 
take precautions to ensure that  it is free from viruses and other items of a destructive nature. As a consequence of the above, 
neither the  Company nor any director, officer, employee or agent of any of them or any affiliate of any such person  accepts 
any liability or responsibility whatsoever in respect of any difference between the document  distributed to you in electronic 
format and the hard copy version that may be made available to you.

Safe Harbor
This presentation does not constitute an offer of shares for sale in the United States or to any person  that is, or is acting for the 
account or benefit of, any U.S. person as defined in Regulation S under the  United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended 
(the “Securities Act”) or in any other jurisdiction in  which such an offer would be illegal. The Company’s securities have not 
been and will not be registered  under the Securities Act. We seek safe harbor.
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700-838 W HASTINGS STREET  
VANCOUVER, BC V6C 0A6

PHONE NUMBER : 604 229-9772 
EMAIL: INFO@VITALBATTERYMETALS.COM

THANK YOU
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